
 

WnL CONNECT GROUPS 

The Church Deepened 
Acts 11:25-26 

MAIN POINT 

Discipleship that changes the world happens when humble leaders diligently reproduce           
themselves in younger believers. 

INTRODUCTION 

As your group time begins, use this section to introduce the topic of discussion. 

● Why do you think some leaders, whatever their field, refuse to ask for help? 
● How do you think allowing for a multiplicity of leadership aids long-term growth? 
● Would you say it is faster to do something yourself or train someone else how to do it?                  

Why do you think so? 

In this week’s session, Luke described how Barnabas left his work with the growing number of                
believers in Antioch to go recruit Saul for help. Doing so meant the work temporarily lulled, but                 
the long-term benefit to Saul’s teaching propelled the development of the believers. That             
development, though, required a sustained and devoted work of training from Saul and             
Barnabas. Their sanctification was not overnight, just as no believer’s is. Still, from their steady,               
disciplined guidance, the believers in Antioch began to wield such an influence for Christ that,               
for the first time, a group of followers of Jesus were called, “Christians.” 

UNDERSTANDING 

Unpack the biblical text to discover what the Scripture says or means about a particular topic. 

Have a volunteer read Acts 11:25. 

  

 



The task that Barnabas had originally gone to Antioch to accomplish had grown exponentially.              
In fact, the number of new believers that desperately needed the encouragement of doctrine              
and the formation of disciplines had reached a point that Barnabas acknowledged that he could               
no longer meet the demand. Barnabas had known Saul at this point for seven to eight years.                 
Barnabas had been, after all, the one who defended Saul to the apostles when he was                
preaching in Jerusalem after his salvation experience. While Saul may have fit the competency              
and calling matrix, one problem still remained. Barnabas did not know where to find him. 

● Describe a time when something you were leading prospered. How did you sense your              
temptation to take credit increase as the endeavor grew? How would you describe your              
attitude toward sharing leadership at that point? 

● Had you been in Barnabas’s place, how difficult do you think it would have been to leave                 
the work of encouraging the new believers to go find help? Why do you think so? 

Have a volunteer read Acts 11:26a. 

Once Barnabas located Saul, he returned to Antioch with him. What Luke recorded next would               
likely be a cause of great frustration in our world of on-demand results and instantaneous               
gratification. For the next year, Barnabas and Saul met with the believers and diligently taught               
them. The concept of teaching and meeting with the church in Antioch for Luke was not the idea                  
of learning from rote memory in classroom settings, as modern readers might perhaps perceive.              
The teaching that Barnabas and Saul embarked upon was equal parts instruction and             
mentorship. It was modeling and education. It was demonstrated doctrine. 

● How does the teaching experience that Luke described resonate with your experience in             
discipleship? Who initiated that process with you? 

● Do you tend to lean toward the doctrinal study portion of discipleship, or the modeled               
behavior portion? How do you explain the importance of both existing together? 

Have a volunteer read Acts 11:26b. 

The closing sentence of this section of Luke’s history is understatedly powerful. Luke had              
alternated names for the believers in the Book of Acts. This last moniker, however, held a                
different significance because of the source of the name. This name came from the unbelieving               
public in Antioch, who had witnessed the new believers’ conduct and manner of engagement,              
as well as their topic of passionate conversation. The new believers so closely identified with               
Christ that His name was ascribed to them even by the unbelieving public. 

● What do you think is the significance of such a widely varied group of believers being                
referred to by one singular name (“Christian”)? 

● What names have believers in our modern age been given because of their expressed              
faith? Which ones have been ascribed to you? 

 

 



APPLICATION 

Help your group identify how the truths from the Scripture passage apply directly to their lives. 

How do you need to be involved in discipling others? Do you need to observe a leader to learn                   
how to nurture others? Do you need to assist a leader that is carrying too heavy of a load? Do                    
you need to recruit someone to help you in the track you are currently serving? What’s your next                  
step? y how the truths from the Scripture passage apply directly to their lives. 

● What has been the most mind-blowing thing you have learned about who Jesus Christ is               
and who He is to you in the last six months? Who do you remember telling about it? 

● How do you best handle the temptation to rush discipleship? Likewise, how do you              
effectively integrate learning with practicing, modeling, and educating? 

PRAYER 

Pray for the Saul’s and Barnabas’s you know—those who give their lives and energies to teach                
and mentor. Pray that your group would develop such a fervor for speaking of Christ that they                 
would have been given the “Christian” label if they were in Antioch. 

 

 


